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Company: HITACHI ENERGY TURKEY ELEKTRIK SANAYI ANONIM SIRKETI

Location: İstanbul

Category: other-general

Description

At Hitachi Energy our purpose is advancing a sustainable energy future for all. We bring

power to our homes, schools, hospitals and factories.Join us and work with fantastic people,

while learning and developing yourself on projects that have a real impact to our

communities and society. Bring your passion, bring your energy, and be part of a global

team that appreciates a simple truth: Diversity + Collaboration = Great Innovation

We seek for “  Mechanical Designer ” who will be able to demonstrate knowledge in Power

Transformers in Hitachi Energy, in Kartal, Istanbul, with below qualifications;

Your Responsibilities:

Being a part of the Design and Engineering Team for Power Transformers, technical

support and close cooperation with other design teams from different countries and

coordinate between workshop.

Defines focus areas/priorities for design to ensure technological excellence connected with

other disciplines. Supports continuous improvement in design area.

Creation of customized designs with high priority on safety design aspects and identification

and control of hazards. Contributes to design reviews and verification following established

QA/QC process, provides feedback on design aspects and makes necessary modifications.

Optimizes designs to meet updated standards, incorporating new products, components, and

functionalities. Creates and reviews engineering drawings, specifications and plans required
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by manufacturing, fabrication or construction, be participant & presenter in technical meetings

with customers and ensure utmost customer satisfaction.

Effectively communicate among multiple functional groups (sales/marketing, project

management, supply chain, suppliers, manufacturing, etc.) for the flawless execution of

customer requirements

Making & controling design (local&remote) with using the necessary tools programs by

demonstrating advanced knowledge of principles and practices in related areas.

Support and collaborate colleagues at Local Engineering Team and at Global Engineering

members.

Plan, conduct, coordinate and develop recommendations using advanced engineering

concepts and processes.

Finding creative/innovative ways to tailor complex solutions for business and customer needs.

Providing cost effective quality solutions for customer requirement

Living core values of safety and integrity, which means taking responsibility for your own

actions while caring for your colleagues and the business.

Your Background:

Bachelor’s/Master’s degree in Mechanical / Mechatronic Engineering,

Min. 5 years of different levels of related work experience in design of power transformers will

be an added advantage.

Demonstrate knowledge in advanced high-end CAD software Creo/ProE, Autocad and MS

Office programs.

Capability in a 3D analysis package would be considered as a plus (e.g. Ansys).

Strong level of self-motivation and structured approach to work. Good interpersonal and

communication skills.

Knowledge of transformer design parameters and its significance in modifying or optimizing the

design structure. Strong understanding of design-to-cost and design-to-manufacturing principles is



preferred.

Very good command of written and spoken Turkish & English.

Analytical mind with strong planning and self-learning skills, teamwork & result oriented.

Personal leadership and self-planning ability to catch the project timeline up

Being able to initiate teamwork/capture team.

Available for international travels.

Adapt to changing technology, present proposals, and conceive and foster introduction of

new concepts and approaches. Require ability to negotiate and influence decisions of

Company managers and customers.

Requires thorough knowledge of a specific engineering discipline plus an understanding of

related disciplines to coordinate activities, analyze and resolve problems crossing disciplines.

Completed military service for male applicants.
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